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Abstract—Self-awareness is a crucial capability of autonomous
service-based systems that enables them to self-adapt. There
are different types of self-awareness whereby certain types of
knowledge are captured at various levels. We argue that effective
management of the trade-offs of dependability requirements can
be achieved through ”seamless” switching between different levels
of awareness. However, the assessment of the quality of knowl-
edge to enable dynamic switching between self-awareness levels
has not been tackled yet. We propose a general architecture that
exploits symbiotic simulation in order to tackle the complexity
of assessing the quality of knowledge and attaining the meta-
self-awareness property, wherein the system can reflect on its
different levels of awareness. We conduct a thorough real-world
study in the context of volunteer services. We conclude that
a system made meta-self-aware using our approach achieves
optimal performance by activating the most suitable awareness
level. This comes at the cost of a modest computational overhead.

Index Terms—Quality of Knowledge, Meta-self-awareness,
Self-adaptation, Self-awareness, Symbiotic Simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern software systems are difficult to maintain. They
span potentially millions of lines of code and hundreds of
microservices (e.g., [1], [2]). They are deployed in dynamic
environments with uncertainty associated with their decision
making relating to code errors [3], [4], complex configura-
tion [5], [6], and unpredictable changes in user behaviour [7]
and other operational parameters [8], [9]. This is especially
evident in environments with high complexity and multiple
stakeholders such as datacenter applications, cyberphysical
systems, and volunteer services (VS).

As such, adaptation at runtime is unavoidable. Complexity
and dynamism call for more effective self-adaptive approaches
that enable complex software systems to maintain their goals
in the face of heterogeneity, uncertainty, and emerging be-
haviour. Specifically, complex systems need to be able to
gain sufficient runtime awareness to be able to plan and
implement appropriate means of adaptation effectively. Such
autonomous qualities rely not only on acquiring knowledge
that is actionable and tractable, but also on doing so in a
software-intensive manner.

Self-awareness and self-expression properties, have received
increasing attention in software engineering for self-adaptive
and managed systems [10], [11]. They have been used in

the context of engineering large scale systems to enrich
self-adaptation capabilities and manage dynamic tradeoffs at
runtime. Examples of large scale environments that benefited
from self-awareness are numerous [12], [13], [14], [11].

There has been a number of concerted efforts advocating
computational self-awareness. Examples include the projects
EPiCS [15], SEEC [16], ASCENS [17], and the SEAMS
Dagstuhl Seminars [18], among others. Although those efforts
presented different approaches to engineer self-awareness, the
common trait is that self-awareness is fundamentally depen-
dent on acquiring and representing knowledge on the system
internal state and its environment. The acquired knowledge
will then inform the adaptation decision making. Some of
the approaches pay more attention to knowledge and treat
it at a fine-grained level where different types of knowledge
are considered e.g., [12]. However, they introduce conceptual
architectures that lack concrete realisation of how systems
would self-adapt using different types of knowledge, an issue
which we address in this paper.

However, when knowledge availability is limited, perform-
ing online adaptation (e.g., proactive) based on “best bet”
or “trial and error” becomes unavoidable; which is obvi-
ously an expensive and risky exercise. Therefore, one of the
challenges facing self-aware systems is the assessment of
the quality of knowledge (QoN) that informs self-adaptation.
This encapsulates key knowledge properties such as: recency,
decay, sufficiency, and suitability to the adaptation capabilities.
Systems should be able to acquire insights on the quality of
decision making when utilising the acquired knowledge and
also on the way it is acquiring and representing knowledge.
Such challenges call for approaches for QoN assessment.
Intuitively, this can be achieved by continuous and active
evaluation of knowledge via its actual use in the decision
making process. However, this can also result in expensive
and inefficient adaptation decisions in case QoN is not at a
reasonable level. Therefore, we argue that approaches for the
assessment of QoN before leveraging the knowledge into the
adaptation process are demanded.

In this research, we marry concepts from the foundations
of autonomic computing and software engineering in order to
assess QoN for self-adaptive software-intensive systems. From
the field of autonomic computing, we identify the concept of



meta-self-awareness [15], [12] i.e., the state of a system when
it is aware of being aware, as being instrumental in enabling
a system to reflect on its different levels of awareness and
respond according to the changes in its context. To attain this,
we employ the software engineering paradigm of symbiotic
simulation [19] in which a simulation system and a real system
interact to benefit each other. Data collected from the real
system is used to simulate cases and obtain insights that are fed
back to the real system to inform the the process of decision
making [20].

In this sense, we propose an architecture that characterises
varying levels of self-awareness that enable representing dif-
ferent types of knowledge and hence supporting different
adaptation strategies. A symbiotic simulator is employed to
use data collected from the real system to perform what-if
experiments to assess the benefits and overhead of adopting
each strategy. The assessment is based on multiple criteria
that are used to evaluate the system goals. Consequently, an
adaptation strategy is suggested to the real system using a
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) technique [21].

Specifically, the novel contributions of this paper are:
1) A general architecture to achieve meta-self-awareness in-

tended to serve as a reflective control layer to dynamically
switch between different awareness levels. The architecture
makes novel use of a symbiotic simulation – in the heart
of the self-adaptive process – to predict the performance
of self-adaptation using different self-awareness levels.

2) A general quantitative approach for self-adaptation at the
meta level that enables managing the trade-off between
system goals and overheads by employing a MCDM tech-
nique.

3) A case study evaluation of our meta-self-awareness ap-
proach based on real experiments with volunteer computing
systems. We compare our approach against versions of the
framework that are self-aware but not meta-self-aware.

To develop and evaluate our work, we draw on a case
from volunteer service composition (VSC) [22] as an environ-
ment that is characterised by openness, heterogeneity, scale
and unpredictability. The results show the benefits of self-
adaptation using the meta-self-awareness approach resulting
in achieving optimal performance of the system in terms of
requests satisfaction and resource utilisation.

II. BACKGROUND ON SYMBIOTIC SIMULATION

For its central role in our framework, we present some
preliminaries on symbiotic simulation. Inspired by symbiotic
interactions between biological species, the notion of symbi-
otic simulation systems (SSS) was introduced by the National
Science Foundation (NSF)1 and at the Dagstuhl Seminar on
Grand Challenges for Modelling and Simulation [24]. The
Dagstuhl Seminar defined SSS as “one that interacts with the
physical system in a mutually beneficial way”. As such, both
the physical and simulation parts of a SSS benefit each other.
The simulation receives real data collected by the physical

1See [23] and http://www.dddas.org/NSFworkshop2000.html

system, which is necessary to run scenarios related to the
decision-making process carried out by the physical part.
The simulation is carried out by performing multiple what-
if experiments to evaluate alternatives. The physical part uses
the simulation results to inform the decision-making process
and optimise its performance.

In [25], [26] this definition is extended to involve other types
of relationships between the two systems, which were also
inspired by biological symbiosis. The extension introduced
other types of SSS that may or may not be mutually beneficial.
In these types, the symbiotic simulation receives real data
from physical systems and may send feedback accordingly.
The physical system may then apply a decision based on this
feedback or use it as guidance. In general, there are two types
of symbiotic simulations: closed-loop and open-loop systems.
In a closed-loop system, feedback is created, analysed, and
utilised to make a decision to control the physical system.
Such feedback can be used in one of two forms: a decision that
will be applied directly to the physical system; or a suggestion
that may or may not be applied. On the other hand, in the
open-loop type, no feedback will be communicated to the
physical system. The feedback will instead be used by external
operators or tools for specific purposes, e.g., visualisation.
In our approach, we use closed-loop symbiotic simulation to
provide suggestions to the real system.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This section outlines the architecture of a meta-self-aware
system. The architecture enables systems to acquire different
types of knowledge and to define different adaptation capabili-
ties. It then allows systems to adapt between those capabilities
at runtime. Fig. 1 depicts the architecture, which consists of
the following main components:
Service Repository. This is a repository that stores the meta-
data of the services published by service providers.
Internal/External Sensors. The sensors collect data about the
events that happen internally in the system (e.g., the arrival
of requests and the state of the queue) and externally in the

Fig. 1: The conceptual architecture of the meta-self-aware
system.
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environment (e.g., the performance and offering of external
services). The data are passed to the self-awareness levels for
knowledge extraction.
Request Queue. User requests are received in a priority queue.
The internal sensor fetches the request from the queue and
passes it to the self-expression component. The queuing model
can be viewed as an M/M/1 model (according to Kendall’s
notation [25]) where:
• Request arrival follows a Poisson process of rate λ.
• Serving time (the time required to find a composite service

that satisfies the request) has an exponential distribution with
a serving rate µ, where 1/µ is the average serving time.

• There is one server that generates the composite services.
• The sequences of the requests inter-arrival times and the

serving times are independent.
Self-awareness Levels. The architecture assumes the presence
of multiple levels of self-awareness, each realized by at least
one algorithm that extracts and represents a certain type of
knowledge from the collected data. Correspondingly, each
level supports an adaptation capability. These capabilities are
cumulative over the self-awareness levels where the knowledge
at lower levels is included in higher ones. For example, the
lowest level can be to extract basic knowledge about the
occurrence of change events such as events related to service
availability (i.e., stimulus-awareness). Higher levels can be
to extract knowledge about historical performance (i.e., time-
awareness) which also includes the basic knowledge of event
occurrence captured at the lower level.
Self-expression. Once a request arrives, this component exe-
cutes the selection algorithm to identify services that satisfy
the request (i.e., the execution plan). If a request violation
is reported, the self-expression component re-executes the
selection algorithm to repair the execution plan. In either case,
the self-expression component uses the learned models passed
from the self-awareness levels.
Meta-self-awareness. This component represents an extra
level of self-awareness that acts as the reflective control level
of the self-aware system that assesses the benefits and the
overhead of each level. It allows the framework to adapt the
adoption of the above levels of self-awareness, by activating
or deactivating them based on the system state and self-
knowledge. The learned models and information on the system
state (in terms of the queue size) are passed to this component
to allow it to decide whether the activation of a certain self-
awareness level is expected to be beneficial or not. To do so,
the component is equipped with a symbiotic simulator that
performs what-if experiments using the real learned models
to assess the quality of the collected knowledge, in terms of a
set of defined criteria (e.g., percentage of satisfied requests)
as explained in section IV-C. In this sense, the meta-self-
awareness level permits the system to improve its performance
(e.g., by leveraging the captured knowledge for selecting
dependable services). Furthermore, it permits the system to
degrade smoothly instead of failing fatally (e.g., when the
overhead of leveraging the knowledge is unbearable). Meta-
self-awareness contains two main sub-components:

• Symbiotic Simulator simulates the processing of the re-
ceived requests (i.e., the selection and adaptation decisions)
which has been performed by the self-expression com-
ponent. The idea is that self-expression has used models
learned from one of the self-awareness levels. However,
the benefits and overheads of using models that have been
learned by the other levels of awareness are not observed.
For this purpose, the symbiotic simulator performs what-if
experiments to evaluate alternative selection and adaptation
decisions that could have been taken using each of the self-
awareness levels. The results of the what-if experiments are
passed to the Analysis Process component which analyses
the predicted quality of each of the self-awareness levels
(that reflects the QoN). The Analysis Process suggests the
self-awareness level with the best predicted quality to the
Decision Maker component.

• Decision Maker takes as input the suggestion of self-
awareness level and the learned models about the internal
system state (i.e., the state of the system queue). Subse-
quently, it makes a decision whether to adapt the system
to the suggested self-awareness level or not. This decision
is based on the expected benefits (e.g., better performance)
and overheads (e.g., longer queuing time) of adopting the
suggested self-awareness level. The adaptation is performed
by notifying the self-expression component.

IV. META-SELF-AWARENESS WITH SYMBIOTIC
SIMULATION

We now detail the mechanism of QoN assessment carried
out by the meta-self-awareness level and the procedure of
adaptation at the meta-level.

A. Adaptation checkpoints

The decision to switch from one self-awareness level to
another is based on the periodic evaluation of system perfor-
mance. The evaluation is performed every time period Tp. The
upper bounds of the time periods are called the checkpoints.
The length of Tp varies from [Tmin, Tmax] and is updated
at run-time according to the changes in the system state. In
order to update Tp, we adopt a strategy similar to the one
used in [27]. After each evaluation period, if the evaluation
resulted in no transition to a new awareness level, then Tp is
increased to min(2.Tp, Tmax). Conversely, if the evaluation
resulted in a transition to a new level, then Tp is decreased to
max(Tp/2, Tmin).

B. Queue stability

The queue stability can be a measure of the performance
of the system [28]. According to Loynes’ theorem [29], if the
request arrival and serving processes are independent, then
the queue is stable if the request arrival rate λ is less than the
serving rate µ. This condition is necessary to avoid indefinite
growth of the queue as that will increase the waiting time
and the percentage of dropped requests, ultimately resulting
in lower performance of the system. Thus, the meta-self-
awareness should tend to choose the self-awareness level such



that queue stability is achieved. We use the queue idolisation
factor ρ = λ/µ and require ρ ≤ 1 for the queue to be stable.

C. Symbiotic simulation decision support

At every checkpoint, the system passes the set of requests
that have been processed by the self-expression component
and the models learned by the different self-awareness lev-
els. Then the What-if simulator simulates the processing of
the requests using the real learned models. The simulations
evaluate the self-awareness levels in terms of a set of criteria
C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} that are the same criteria used to specify
the system goals. For example, if the system goals are to
optimise for resources utilisation and waiting time, then the
what-if simulations are performed to evaluate the utilisation
and waiting time that could have been achieved using the
different self-awareness levels.

Upon receiving the what-if simulation results at every
checkpoint, the Analysis Process applies a simple additive
weighing method [30] to express the benefit of each of the
awareness levels. Formally, at each checkpoint, the Analysis
Process performs the following calculation steps:

Step 1. The criteria values form a matrix, D, which has the
following form:

D =


c1 c2 . . . cn

level1 r11 r12 . . . r1n
level2 r21 r22 . . . r2n
...

...
...

. . .
...

levelm rm1 rm2 . . . rmn

 (1)

where each rij is a measurement of the performance of the
corresponding awareness level under the given criteria.
Step 2. Since some criteria can be negative criteria (i.e., the
higher the value the lower the benefit e.g., the waiting time
and the resources waste) and others are positive (i.e., the
higher the value the higher the benefit e.g., throughput)
and since each criteria has its own range and units, the
metrics should be scaled to make them comparable. The
scaled matrix, N , has the form:

N =


c1 c2 . . . cn

level1 η11 η12 . . . η1n
level2 η21 η22 . . . η2n
...

...
...

. . .
...

levelm ηm1 ηm2 . . . ηmn

 (2)

where ηij =
rij−rjmin

rjmax−rjmin for positive criteria, ηij =
rj
max−rij

rjmax−rjmin for negative criteria, rjmax is the maximal
value of a criterion in matrix D, and rjmin is the minimal
value of a criterion in matrix D.
Step 3. The importance of each of the identified metrics,
as specified by the system admin, is expressed through the

multiplication of matrix N by the weight vector W resulting
in a weighted matrix V :

V =


η11 η12 . . . η13
η21 η22 . . . η23

...
...

. . .
...

η31 η32 . . . η33



wc1 0 . . . 0
0 wc2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . wcn


(3)

where wci ≥ 0 and
∑
wci = 1.

Step 4. The overall benefit of each level is computed by
adding the corresponding row elements of V resulting in a
vector of the quality of each self-awareness level Q̂Li .

Q̂ =


level1 Q̂L1

level2 Q̂L2

...
...

levelm ˆQLm

 (4)

Step 5. The expected stability of the queue is calculated for
each self-awareness level using:

ρi =
k∑k

r=1 µri
(5)

where k is the number of the simulated requests, µri is
the simulation time of serving the request r, and ρi is the
expected stability of the queue assuming the self-awareness
level i is adopted. This results in the vector Ŝ.

Ŝ =


level1 ρL1

level2 ρL2

...
...

levelm ρLm

 (6)

Step 6. The overall expected benefit BLi of each self-
awareness level Li is calculated as the product of the
expected quality Q̂Li and the expected stability ρLi where
BL1

= Q̂Li × ρLi . This results in the vector B̂.

B̂ =


level1 BL1

level2 BL2

...
...

levelm BLm

 (7)

Step 7. The self-awareness level with the maximum ex-
pected benefit will be selected by the meta-self-awareness
level and passed to the Decision Maker as a suggestion.

D. Adaptation at the meta-level

The Decision Maker component performs the actual adap-
tation at the meta-self-awareness level. The Decision Maker
makes the decision of adaptation based on the suggested level
of awareness and the current state of the queue stability.
Algorithm 1 depicts the pseudo-code of the selection function
performed by the Decision Maker. Recalling that the higher the
level of awareness the longer the serving time, then adapting
to a higher level of awareness is implausible if the queue is not
stable. Therefore, the Decision Maker will refuse the suggested



Algorithm 1: Decision Maker Algorithm
Function selectAwarenessLevel currentLevel Li,
suggestedLevel Lj , QStability ρ

if j > i AND ρ > 1 then
return Li;

return Lj ;

level of awareness if the transition is suggested to a higher
level of awareness and the queue is currently unstable.

The selected level will be passed to the self-expression
component which will use the corresponding knowledge to
serve the user requests.

V. CASE STUDY: VOLUNTEER SERVICE COMPOSITION

Volunteer computing is a paradigm that is characterised by
heterogeneity, dynamism, and uncertainty. Volunteers make
their idle computing and/or storage available for some applica-
tion to use, which provides massive resources for complex ap-
plications. However, a volunteer can withdraw their resources
at anytime, which triggers replacement of those resources.
Such adaptation can utilise different types of awareness about
the offered resources. These characteristics make volunteer
computing a typical environment to demonstrate the feasibility
of our proposed approach. Therefore, this section evaluates our
proposed meta-self-awareness approach through a case study
of volunteer storage system (VSS) where volunteer storage
resources are offered as services and composition of those
services is required to satisfy user needs.

Fig. 2: Composition request of S1 for a storage service.

A. Motivating scenario

We motivate the need for meta-self-awareness and its en-
gineering principles by looking at VSC. The case assumes
a heterogeneous and dynamic environment that consists of
varied computing nodes like PCs, laptops, smartphones, etc.
connected via a network. Individual people owning these
nodes, known as publishers, offer their idle storage resources
as services using a publish/subscribe model. A subscriber can
explore the network and search for volunteer storage services
to use. If she finds the required storage, while satisfying her
requirements (e.g., location, security, etc.), she will request it
for her use. Otherwise, volunteered storages can be composed
together to form a service that meets the subscriber’s needs.
Fig. 2 shows an example in which the subscriber S1 submits
a request to search for storage of capacity 40 GB. To make

this available to S1, the system inspects the published storages
and returns three possible composition strategies:

First: Using the storage promised by V S1.
Second: Composing the storages of V S2,V S3, and V S4.

Third: Composing the storages of V S2 and V S5.
There are different ways of satisfying such request. One

possibility is to randomly pick any of them and when one
of the services involved in the selected strategy violates the
requirements, the system initiates an adaptation action to
repair the strategy. However, a question arises here about the
feasibility of that adaptation action, i.e., will the undertaken
adaptation result in better performance? On the other hand, if
the system is able to anticipate the performance of the services,
it can select a strategy so that violations are less likely to occur.
The deeper the knowledge the system has on the performance
of the services, the more intelligent the selection decision will
be (e.g., by avoiding the selection of services that exhibited
poor performance in the past). Here, self-awareness can be
adopted to reason about the self-adaptation actions; enabling
intelligent selection and adaptation decisions. For example,
assume that S1 submitted a request at time t1, and assume
that the performance of V S5 is anticipated to be poor at t1,
then the system will avoid the selection of the third strategy.
But, if we assume that S1 submitted a request at time t2 and
that the performance of V S1 is anticipated to be good at t2,
then the system will select the third strategy. In addition, the
reason for the existence of different strategies can be the use of
different self-aware approaches to composing the services. The
more intelligent the approach, the more appropriate services
are selected. However, the advantages are often accompanied
by overheads. Here, meta-self-awareness can be applied to
switch between the different approaches of service selection,
based on the benefits and overheads of each approach.

B. Volunteer storage system
To realize the VSS, a web-service based system has been

developed. On the one hand, the system aggregates the storage
from the volunteer end devices. On the other hand, it offers
the aggregated storage in a service-oriented perspective as
composite services; based on the subscriber requirements.
Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of the VSS which consists of
the following parts, Volunteer Software, Subscriber frontend,
and the Self-aware manager.

Fig. 3: Architecture of the Volunteer Storage System.



1) Volunteer Software: The software enables volunteers
to submit their VS information specifically, the volunteered
storage space stg, the availability period T = [a, b] where
a is the start date and b is the end date, and the binding
information required t access the physical storage location.
The software periodically sends an “I am alive” heartbeat
during the availability period to confirm the availability to the
self-aware manager. The VS is implemented as a RESTful
web service which exposes the file manipulation operations.
The storage content is delivered/retrieved directly to/from the
volunteer machine without routing through the server hosting
the central manager. The VS is implemented as a RESTful
web service which exposes the file manipulation operations.

2) Subscriber Frontend: Subscribers use the frontend to
submit their requests. A request is expressed in terms of
the required storage space stgR and the required availability
period TR = [aR, bR]. The VSS processes each request in the
queue to find a service or a composite service that satisfies it.
Furthermore, the frontend enables sending feedback on each
VS to the VSS. The feedback information involves:
• Reporting any violation in the promised storage space,

which is done automatically by the frontend.
• Reporting the VS reputation level Rep (V Si), which is

done manually by the subscriber. The reputation level has
the value of 2 if no violation has been experienced, 1
if any minor data loss/corruption occurs, or 0 if a major
data loss/corruption occurs. The representative reputation
of a certain service V Si is the average of the subscribers’
feedback on it.
3) Utility-based service selection: The self-expression

component performs the service selection and composition
in order to satisfy the requests. We use a utility model to
provide a systematic approach for volunteer service selection
by measuring the amount of contribution that each service
exhibits to satisfy the request and greedily selecting the
highest-contributing services. The model is used to compute
the storage and availability time utilities for each service using
the utility functions 8 and 9, respectively. We refer to these as
the promised utilities.

UStg(V Si) =

{
e−β(Stgi−Stg

R), if Stgi ≥ StgR

eα(Stgi−Stg
R), if Stgi < StgR

(8)

where 0 < β < α < 1.

UTime(V Si) =



0, if bi ≤ aRor bR ≤ ai
eγ(bi−b

R), if ai < aRand aR < bi < bR

eγ(a
R−ai), if bi > bRand aR < ai < bR

eα(bi−ai)

eα(bR−aR)
, if ai ≥ aRand bi ≤ bR

e−β(bi−ai)

e−β(bR−aR)
, otherwise

(9)
where 0 < β < γ < α < 1.

The system also computes the average reputation of the each
service Rep (V Si), and finds the non-dominant set of services
using (10) and randomly selects one of them.

maximise (UStg(V Si), UTime(V Si), Rep(V Si)) (10)

4) The Queue: Requests are selected from the queue ac-
cording to the Smallest-size Job First (SJF) policy. The request
size is defined as:

size = stgR ×
∣∣TR∣∣

where stgR is the required storage in megabytes
∣∣TR∣∣ is the

length of the required time interval in hours.
5) Self-awareness levels: In this case study, the self-aware

manager provides three levels of self-awareness in addi-
tion to the meta-self-awareness level: stimulus-, time-, and
interaction-awareness.

Stimulus-awareness provides the basic knowledge on
changes that occur internally (e.g., a service violated the
requirements) and externally (e.g., a new service has been
offered in the service repository). This knowledge supports the
ability to adapt the composite service. When this level is acti-
vated, the self-expression responds to the notifications received
from the stimulus-awareness level to adapt the composite
services by re-executing the utility-model-based selection.

Time-awareness assumes the presence of stimulus-
awareness and adds more self-awareness by considering the
historical performance of the services to select dependable
ones. The approach uses dynamic histograms (DHs), which
are constructs that dynamically approximate data distributions
in evolving datasets [31], such as service performance, and
capture their variability including seasonal changes. When
a request is submitted, DHs are used to predict service
performance. However, this advantage is hampered by a
computational overhead due to computations required to
maintain the DHs. Obviously, this overhead results in longer
waiting times for the requests in the queue to be processed.

Interaction-awareness extends the time-awareness level by
considering the historical interactions between the services
in pairs, i.e., 2nd-order relations. In other words, this level
captures knowledge on the historical performance of each
service when it is composed with other services. So, services
that had good performance when composed together in the past
will have a high chance of being composed together again.
In order to realise this, we maintain a DH for each pair of
services, as introduced in [32] where this approach shown to
satisfy a higher number of requests compared to other forms
of self-awareness. Nevertheless, it is accompanied with some
overhead and faster queue growth.

To summarise, the stimulus-aware approach enables the
basic and least informed adaptation with least overhead. More
added self-awareness brings more advantages at the price of
higher overhead and larger queue size.

C. Meta-self-awareness for VSC

At every checkpoint, the system passes the set of requests
that have been processed by the real system and the models
learned by the stimulus-, time- and interaction-awareness
levels. Then the What-if simulator simulates the processing of



Fig. 4: The state transition diagram of awareness levels.

requests using the real learned models in order to investigate
the alternative decisions which could have been made using the
other awareness levels. The simulation results are passed to the
Analysis Process in order to evaluate the expected performance
of the different awareness levels. The simulation results are
summarised in terms of the following criteria:
• Percentage of Satisfied Requests (PSR): the number of

requests that the system could successfully satisfy divided
by the total number of requests. This criterion is directly
related to the efficiency of selecting services; selecting
dependable services will lead to fewer violations and more
satisfied requests.

• Resource Waste (RW): the average storage space over-
provisioned to satisfy a request divided by the total storage
space allocated to that request. Minimising RW corresponds
to maximising resources utilisation.

• Waiting Time (WT): the average time that a subscriber needs
to wait until the system finds or adapts a composite service
for her request.
Upon receiving the simulation results at a checkpoint, the

Analysis Process applies eq 1-7 to select a self-awareness level
and suggest it to the Decision Maker component. The Decision
Maker takes the final decision based on queue stability.

Fig. 4 summarises the transitions that the VSS may perform
where suggested = S, = T , and = I denote the suggestion
of the stimulus-, time-, or interaction-awareness levels, respec-
tively. The transitions are the following:
• The current state is stimulus-awareness:

– If (ρ > 1), then the queue is unstable (i.e., size is increas-
ing). Therefore, no transition is performed in order to
process the request as fast as possible using the stimulus-
awareness level.

– If ((ρ ≤ 1) AND (suggested == S)), then although
the queue is stable, no transition is performed because
no benefit is expected from the other levels of awareness.

– If ((ρ ≤ 1) AND ((suggested == T ) OR
(suggested == I))), then the system performs a tran-
sition to the suggested awareness level.

• The current state is time-awareness: If (ρ > 1 AND
suggested == I), then the queue is unstable and hence
the Decision Maker refuses the suggestion as that will

TABLE I: Ranges of attribute values
Service and subscriber attributes
Attribute Service Subscriber
Storage [5 - 20] [20 - 30]
Time [1 Jan. 00:00 -

31 Dec. 23:59]
[1 Jan. 00:00 -
31 Dec. 23:59]

Reputation [0 - 2] [0 - 2]
Meta-self-awareness attributes
Percentage of Satisfied Requests (WPSR) 0.4
Resources Waste weight (WRW ) 0.3
Waiting Time weight (WWT ) 0.3

worsen the stability of the queue. Therefore, no transition
is performed. Otherwise, the suggestion will be approved.

• The current state is interaction-awareness: The Decision
Maker will approve the suggested self-awareness level as
that will at least benefit the queue stability.

D. Experimental evaluation

We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of
meta-self-awareness for the VSC case study. The experiments
were conducted on a PC with Intel Core i5-3570 3.5 GHz,
4GB RAM, Windows 7 and Java SE 1.7.0.

1) Context: We implement the scenario described in sec-
tion V-A as a publish/subscribe model in which n services
are published and m subscribers request their composition
goals. A VS is represented as a tuple of the attributes: storage,
availability time, and reputation. The attribute values of the n
services are generated randomly. The values of the request
attributes are generated randomly but with higher storage
values so that a composition of services is needed to meet
each request. Table I shows the ranges of service attribute
values. In the experiments, we assume that 100 services are
available and we vary the request arrival rate λ. For each case,
the experiment is conducted 100 times.

Service performance is assumed to have a periodic daily or
weekly pattern, based on the results of the long-term study
by Lazaro et al. [33] who reported the presence of periodic
patterns in the performance of volunteering hosts from the
SETI@Home [34] system. The pattern lengths vary from one
volunteer to another, ranging between hours and weeks.

2) Results: We compare the meta-self-aware version of the
self-aware VSS with a non-meta-self-aware version, i.e., each
of the stimulus-, time-, and interaction-aware approaches. The
experiments compare the four approaches in terms of the
criteria identified in Section V-C.
PSR. Fig. 5 shows the average PSR for varying arrival rates λ.
The average PSR of the interaction- and time-awareness cases
are higher than that of stimulus-awareness in early simulation
time µ. However, the PSR of the interaction- and the time-
awareness drops as the request arrival rate increases. More
importantly, the plots show that the average PSR of the meta-
self-aware case matches the best PSR of the other three cases.
For example, in Fig. 5(a), the PSR of the meta-self-awareness
case is the same as with time-awareness, until the PSR of the
interaction-awareness becomes higher (after µ = 300). At that
point, the PSR of the meta-self-awareness will be the same
as the interaction-awareness case. In Fig. 5(b) and (c) after



Fig. 5: Satisfying requests at different rates of request arrival
(λ) is maximised through meta-self-awareness.

the PSR of the interaction-awareness drops due to high arrival
rate, the PSR of the meta-self-awareness will be the same as
the time-awareness, which is the best one in that case. Another
example is exhibited in Fig. 5(d), where the PSR of the meta-
self-awareness case is close to that of the stimulus-awareness
case (after µ = 400) which has the best PSR at that point.

Finding 1. Switching between awareness levels through the
meta-self-awareness approach results in obtaining the best
possible percentage of satisfied requests.

RW. Fig. 6 depicts the average RW for different values of
λ. Initially, the stimulus-awareness RW is higher those of
the interaction- and time-awareness cases. However, the latter
two RWs rise as λ increases. More importantly, the plots
demonstrate that the meta-self-aware RW matches the RW of
the adopted awareness approach. For example, in Fig. 6(a), the
RW of the meta-self-awareness case is the same as for time-
awareness until µ = 300, as it is the adopted awareness level
during this period. The adoption of the time-awareness level
in this period, not the stimulus-awareness which has the least
RW, is due to the higher weight assigned to the PSR metric
in equation 3 which biases towards suggesting the level that
is expected to have higher PSR. Fig. 6(a) also shows that the
RW of the meta-self-awareness is the same as the interaction-
awareness case after µ = 300, which is the least RW among the
other approaches. In Fig. 6(b) and (c) the meta-self-awareness
RW is the same as that of the interaction-awareness, which is
the best until µ 300 and 200, respectively. In Fig. 6(d), the
meta-self-awareness RW is close to the stimulus-awareness
case (after µ = 400) even though it is not the least RW at that
point. The reason again is the higher weight assigned to PSR
in the experimentation setup of the what-if simulations.

Finding 2. Switching between awareness levels allows the
reduction of RW if the difference in the expected PSR of the
levels is not significant (in case the PSR has a higher weight
than RW).

Fig. 6: Meta-self-awareness reduces resource waste. However,
this is sensitive to the weights given to decision making
criteria. In this experiment, higher weight is given to PSR.

WT. Fig. 7(a), (b), (c), and (d) portray the average WT for
different arrival rates λ. The average WT under stimulus-
awareness case is always smaller than under interaction- and
time-awareness. The average WT of the interaction- and time-
awareness cases rises more rapidly, but linearly, as the request
arrival rate increases. More importantly, the figures show that
the average WT of the meta-self-aware case changes to the
average WT of the adopted awareness approach. For example,
in Fig. 7 (a), the WT of the meta-self-awareness case is the
same as the time-awareness until µ = 300. This is because the
adopted awareness level in this period is the time-awareness
level. Fig. 7(a) shows also that the WT of the meta-self-
awareness is the same as the interaction-awareness case after µ
= 300, the period in which is the interaction-awareness level is
adopted. In Fig. 7(c), the WT of the meta-self-awareness case
will drop close to the stimulus-awareness case (after µ = 500)
which is adopted in that case. Another example in Fig. 7(d),
the WT of the meta-self-awareness case will be close to the
stimulus-awareness case (after µ = 400) which is adopted in
that case.

Finding 3. Meta-self-awareness reduces waiting time when
request arrival rate is high.

Overhead. Meta-self-awareness comes at the cost of addi-
tional overhead that stems mainly from re-computing the
selection and adaptation decisions using the different levels
of self-awareness during the what-if analysis. Fig. 8 compares
the computational time of the meta-self-aware and non-meta-
self-aware approaches. The computational time of the meta-
self-awareness approach is much higher compared to other
approaches. Moreover, overhead increases with request arrival
rate as more computation is needed to serve increasing number
of requests to search for and adapt composite services. Further-
more, overhead increases over time due to the increase in the
size of the knowledge accumulated about service performance.



Fig. 7: Meta-self-awareness minimises request waiting times,
but this again is sensitive to the weights given to decision
making criteria.

Fig. 8: The advantages of meta-self-aware are accompanied
by some added computational overhead, albeit acceptable:
peaking at ≈ 0.65 seconds for a very high value of λ.

Finding 4. Additional computational overhead is the price of
using symbiotic simulation to support self-adaptation at the
meta-level. The acceptability of this overhead is subjective
based on the criteria of the meta-self-awareness context.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Assessment of QoN

The case study shows that the meta-self-awareness ap-
proach enables the switching between different levels of self-
awareness based on the expected performance of each level
and on the queue state. The What-if simulations use the
knowledge captured by the different levels of self-awareness
to evaluate the decisions that could have been taken by each
level to satisfy the requests. This involves evaluating the QoN
captured by the self-awareness levels which results in adopting
the ‘most promising’ level. It also considers the overhead of

knowledge representation and balances between benefits and
overheads. Though this approach is evaluated using a case
study of VC, it is general to any self-adaptive system. This
is because self-adaptive systems should be able to collect
knowledge and use it to reason about selecting an adaptation
action from a set of potential actions. Then our approach can
be used to model the quality of knowledge that is relevant to
each adaptation action in order to reason about the selection
of a certain action.

B. Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of the case study is based
on conducting experimental controlled simulations. This has
the advantage of performing scalable experiments which are
otherwise expensive to conduct on real systems. Undoubtedly,
real deployments can show important differences and findings.
However, the simulation results can be utilised to guide the real
application of the meta-self-awareness approach.

On another observation, the results show that the switching
from one level to another is sensitive to the values of the
weights which are assigned to the metrics in the symbiotic
simulation for suggesting a self-awareness level (see section
IV-C and equation (3)). As we mentioned in regards to
Fig. 6(a), the adopted level in the period where simulation time
<= 300 was time-awareness although the stimulus-awareness
exhibited the minimum waste. That is because a higher weight
is assigned to the PSR metric in this experiment. Indeed, the
weights assignment in the symbiotic simulations should get
along with the specification of the system goals. However,
a sensitivity analysis using weight space and how different
weights can affect the decision making in meta-self-awareness
would be an interesting aspect to investigate in the future.

The results show that the advantage of meta-self-awareness
comes with a price of overhead in terms of computation
time. However, the overhead increase exhibits a linear trend
and reaches an albeit acceptable value of 0.65 seconds in a
high-scale case. Nevertheless, further research that investigates
the acceptance of this overhead compared to the benefits of
the meta-self-awareness level is desirable from the research
community. In relation to that, exploring the optimal place-
ment of symbiotic simulator, i.e., on the same machine of
the self-aware framework or on dedicated computing machine
to parallelise the computation and reduce the computation
overhead, is an area of research for further work.

VII. RELATED WORK

The architectural approach taken in this paper is based on
the core idea of self-aware computing of explicitly designing
systems in run-time knowledge concerns, and adapting these at
run-time. Camara et al. [35] explore the relationship between
the self-aware computing perspective and other related fields,
such as self-adaptive software systems and autonomic comput-
ing. They show that in some respects, self-aware computing
systems embody similar ideas to more advanced, proactive
self-adaptive software. However, approaches falling under that
umbrella do not explicitly consider the need for different forms



of run-time knowledge concerning the system, nor do they
necessarily lead to the system itself containing knowledge of
what run-time knowledge it possesses.

Recent works (e.g., [36], [11]) highlight that there are many
notable architectures that embody (often layered) control loops
in the context of self-adaptive, -managing and -organising sys-
tems. These include MAPE-K [37], Observer/Controller [38],
multi-agent systems [39], [40], and those inspired by robotics
such as the three-layered architecture [41]. The literature on
self-adaptive software systems [42], [43], [44] has focused
in particular on the increasing complexity of service-oriented
applications. Dominant approaches are surveyed in [45], [46].

Machine learning techniques have been recently used to
learn the effect of each adaptation policy on the system goal
and thus find correlation between the environment changes
and the performance of the system, e.g., [47], [48], [49]. This
leads to greedily learn the right adaptation action and mitigate
the uncertainty resulting from dynamism and unpredictability
of the environment. However, what is still missing is the sys-
tematic and dynamic assessment of the quality of knowledge
and the adaption of knowledge acquisition and representation.

Architectures emerging from research in self-aware com-
puting differ from these in that they facilitate an engineering
perspective that explicitly considers different levels of self-
awareness that may be present in computing systems, sup-
porting the analysis of knowledge concerns. This is what is
seen in this work, where the experimental analysis allows us,
and ultimately the system itself, to reason about the bene-
fits and overheads of maintaining different knowledge sets.
Ultimately, Self-adaptive systems make adaptation decisions
based, at least partially, on run-time knowledge. Therefore,
knowledge acquisition and representation are prerequisites for
self-adaptation, and self-awareness can be considered as an
enabler for effective self-adaptation.

One benefit of taking this knowledge-driven approach is
that it allows not just for self-adaptation, but also for self-
explanation. In the case of a self-aware system, knowledge
it possesses concerning itself is subdivided into separate
concerns, for example regarding its history, relations with
other systems, predictions for the future, etc. Furthermore, in
a meta-self-aware system, the system also holds knowledge
about which of these concerns are present. For example, in
the system described in this paper, the system would be able
to report that it had made an adaptation decision based on
historical information (in the case that its time-awareness
strategy had been used), or that it had made a decision based
on very little information (in the case that only stimulus-
awareness had been used) and might, therefore, be less able to
provide evidence to justify the adaptation decision to others.
Ultimately, this approach can be expected to make the black
box that is typically associated with adding learning to a
self-adaptive system more transparent. This is important when
dealing with adaptation decisions that impact on humans.

Early works on self-awareness [50], [51], [52] outlined
the vision for designing systems with built in self-aware
systems. Afterwards, many approaches were proposed to

extend and realise the self-awareness vision. For example,
in [53] Bicocchi et al. proposed an awareness framework for
knowledge collection and classification in urban environments
to reason on adaptation and to improve the energy efficiency
in pervasive scenarios. Kounev et al. [54] presented a model-
based approach to designing self-aware systems using an
architecture-based modelling language [55]. The approach
enables modelling the system’s interactions to reasoning on the
adaptation on the model-level. In [56] Salama et al. presented
a generic approach for correlating QoS tactics with self-aware
architecture patterns. Their approach tends to enrich self-aware
patterns with QoS self-management capabilities to respond
to QoS run-time requirements. Applications of self-aware
computing have more recently been found in fog and mist
computing [57], virtualised data centers [58], heterogeneous
multi-core platforms for on-the-fly computing [58], interactive
music devices [59], sensor networks [60], and the Internet
of Things [61], as well as elsewhere in the cloud computing
space [62]. In all of these, self-awareness has been used to help
deal with the issue of run-time resource constraints, and it is
notable that self-awareness is providing benefits particularly in
time- and space-constrained systems. An overview of recent
work in self-aware computing can be found in [63].

Finally, while there is plenty of work on meta-cognition
(e.g., [64]) and computational reflection (e.g., [65]), none
addresses the run-time meta-adaptation of a system’s self-
awareness capabilities by the system itself. Our work pro-
poses a novel structure and quantitative approach for such
self-adaptation at the meta-level, which is an important step
towards the vision of effective and explainable self-adaptive
behaviour based on run-time knowledge.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach for dynamically
and programmatically assessing the quality of knowledge that
is learned and utilised to inform self-adaptation. In particular,
meta-self-awareness utilises different types of knowledge that
have been captured by the system in a What-if simulator to
investigate alternative decisions that could have been taken
using those types of knowledge. This assesses and compares
the quality of knowledge and enables adapting the usage of the
knowledge type that is expected to best inform the decision
making. We believe this work to be a strong foundation for
future work related to the assessment the of the self-awareness
property of software-intensive self-adaptive systems. Our fu-
ture work will focus on quantifying the presence and degree
of self-awareness a system posses during its operation, which
would help to investigate how to increase the system intelli-
gence for better quality of decision making.
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